In this work, using the length-width-height ratios of a rectangular box in which the molecule under study is enclosed, two descriptors for the characterization of molecular shape are introduced. The molecular shape analysis of the set of molecules under study is facilitated by the introduction of a diagram where the extreme cases (i.e. cubic-box, prolate-box and oblate-box) are clearly located. The method is illustrated by the analysis of fifty molecules including normal alkanes, acenes, alkynes, oblate molecules and the eighteen octane isomers. The geometry of each molecule was optimized by AM1 semiempirical method, and van der Waals molecular surface was used to define the molecular shape contour. The length, the width, and the height of the enclosing box were extracted using VEGA ZZ software. A regular behaviour of the shape descriptors for homologous series was observed. Finally, using the present descriptors, a molecular shape similarity analysis of the octane isomer molecules was included.
INTRODUCTION
Certainly, molecular shape plays a central role in Chemistry [1] . Throughout the history of Chemistry, three-dimensional representations of molecules have guided chemical intuition and rational understanding of properties and reactions. Basically, the relative arrangements of nuclei in molecules are often represented by three-dimensional structures showing the chemical bonds as lines segments interconnecting the nuclei, i.e. the so-called molecular skeleton or simply the molecular geometry. However, molecules are three-dimensional objects occupying a portion of space [2] [3] [4] , i.e. molecules have steric behaviour.
According to quantum mechanics, a molecule does not have a precisely defined surface separating the system from the rest of the universe, but formal surfaces may be introduced in an approximate sense in order to define the socalled molecular surfaces. There are several ways to define a molecular surface [5] : contour surfaces of electronic density, molecular orbitals, electrostatic potentials, molecular surfaces generated by fused atomic spheres, solvent accessible surfaces, and so on; but the simplest is based on the description of the molecule as a collection of atomic fused spheres of some appropriate defined van der Waals (vdW) radii [6] [7] [8] . Positions of these spheres are described by their Cartesian coordinates according to the three-dimensional stereo-chemical bond pattern of the molecule. The envelope of the outer surface of the vdW atomic fused spheres defines the three-dimensional van der Waals (3D-vdW) representation of the molecule [9] . This simple molecular representation has been very useful for the study of gases, solids and liquids [10] , and particularly for the description of ligand molecules interacting with receptors in biological systems [11] . In the present work, 3D-vdW molecular surfaces are adopted to define the molecular shape.
There are several shape descriptors for the characterization of 3D molecular shape [12] and most of them can be grouped into any of the following classifications: (i) derived from inertia tensor (inertial shape factor [13] , molecular eccentricity [14] , molecular asphericity [14] , Amoore shape indices [15] , etc.), (ii) derived from geometry matrix (geometrical shape coefficient [16] , spherosity [17] , characteristic ratio [14] , etc.), (iii) derived from surface to volume ratio (ovality index [18] , globularity factor [2] , surfacevolume ratio [19] , etc.) and (iv) derived from dimension ratios (Kaliszan shape parameter [20] , length-to-breadth ratio [21] , sterimol parameters [22] , etc.). On the one hand, the first two groups of descriptors are calculated from the geometry of molecular skeleton and provide very important information about the space arrangement of nuclei in the molecule, but unfortunately that kind of descriptors do not take into account the space extension of the electron cloud. On the other hand, descriptors of the last two categories are less sensitive to the morphological details of molecules, but that kind of parameters include in their description the space of the electron cloud.
In this work, following the underlying idea of the length-to-breadth ratio descriptors, two indexes are introduced to model the molecular shape by using of the length-width-height ratios of a rectangular box (i.e. right rectangular prism) in which the molecule under study is enclosed. This approach is termed Box-Model to Molecular Shape (BMMS), and it is an oversimplified but effective model. One advantage of the present formulation is the simplicity in the calculation of the descriptors. Other advantage is the location of extreme cases (i.e. cubic-box, oblate-box, and prolate-box) as well-defined references for comparison purposes. On the other hand, BMMS can be applied to any molecule for which any molecular surface is defined (i.e. electron density, electrostatic potentials, fused atomic sphere models, solvent accessible surfaces, etc.). Finally, BMMS is the first stage for the development of more realistic models which start from a global description of the molecule.
SHAPE PARAMETERS
Let us consider the minimal rectangular box containing the molecule (see Figure 1 ), where A, B, and C (with A ≥ B ≥ C) are the length, the width and the height of the box, respectively. In order to characterize the molecular shape, the molecule is replaced by its minimal enclosing box and its shape is characterized in terms of the length-width-height ratios. Certainly, this is a crude approximation to molecular shape but it is the starting stage for future more realistic models.
e-mail: adelio.matamala@udec.cl and the asymmetry index as the difference between the height to width ratio and the width to length ratio of the packing box, (2) It is easy to see that τ = 1 and κ = 0 for the cubic box, 0 < κ < 1 for the rod-shape boxes with square-section, and -1 < κ < 0 for the plate-shape boxes with square-base. The limit case τ = 0 and κ = -1 corresponds to the infinitely thin square plate. The limit case τ = 0 and κ = +1 corresponds to the infinitely thin rod. On the other hand, τ ≠ 0 and κ = 0 define boxes in which the width is the geometric mean between the length and the height, i.e. B = √(AC). Finally, τ = 0 and κ = 0 defines a singularity. Figure 2 shows graphically the above limit cases. Every pair (κ,τ) falls inside the triangle (-1,0), (1,0) and (0,1). Additionally, that triangle is divided in two parts: the prolate-box region defined by the triangle (0,0), (1,0) and (0,1), and the oblate-box region defined by the triangle (0,0), (-1,0) and (0,1). 
METHOD
In order to illustrate the application of BMMS descriptors, a set of fifty molecules were analysed in terms of thickness τ and asymmetry κ shape indexes defined in (1) and (2) respectively. The geometry of each molecule was optimized using AM1 semiempirical method implemented in Gaussian 03 computational software [23] . From each optimized molecular structure, the 3D-vdW representation was calculated using VEGA ZZ software [24] .
The length, the width and the height of the enclosing box were collected from molecular information output selecting 'View' and then 'Information' from the main menu.
The set of molecules was constrained to hydrocarbons in order to reduce the associated computational time, but the present method is quite general to be applied to any molecule and any level of theory. The set of fifty molecules includes: the first ten normal alkanes (see Table 1 ), the first ten normal acenes (see Table 2 ), the first six normal alkynes (see Table 3 ), six molecules to populate the oblate region (see Table 4 ), and the eighteen octane isomers (see Table 5 ). The first three subsets of molecules were chosen to study the behaviour of the shape parameters within homologous series. On the other hand, the collection of octane isomers represents a simple but challenging example of molecular sample with branching diversity. Figures 3 and 4 show the 3D-vdW representation for all molecules included in the present study. Tables 1, 2 , 3, 4 and 5 show the length, the width and the height of each molecule, and BMMS descriptor values for each subset of molecules, respectively. Figure 5 shows the BMMS diagram for the molecules of the first four Tables. Similarly, Figure 6 shows the BMMS diagram for the octane isomers. compact molecule (i.e. maximum thickness and near zero asymmetry), and 2,3,4-trimethyl-pentane is the most symmetric molecule. The three oblate molecules are the ethyl substituted: 3-ethyl-hexane, 3-ethyl-2-methyl-hexane and 3-ethyl-3-methyl-hexane. Figure 7 shows a dendrogram with a cluster analysis using τ and κ BMMS descriptors. The cluster analysis was performed in Python language (from scipy.cluster.hierarchy import dendrogram, linkage) using 'centroid' method and 'Euclidean' metric in 'linkage' procedure. Six clusters were obtained in more or less certain correspondence of the intuitive three-dimensional visual perception of shape as Figure 8 shows.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
That clusters are also showed in Figure 6 . Although BMMD methodology is a crude approximation, it allows the replacement of an intuitive perception of molecular shape by a quantitative description that preserves some elements of that natural approaching.
On the other hand, the correlation between BMMS descriptors (τ and κ) and properties (molecular and/or molar) is currently under study. Additionally, the introduction of new descriptors to improve the model in order to give a detailed description of the molecular inside the box is in progress. Table 5 ), where the clusters obtained using 'centroid' method and 'Euclidean' metric (see Figure 7 and Figure 8 ) are showed.
From the BMMS diagram of Figure 5 , it is easy to show the regularity in the behaviour of τ and κ shape descriptors for homologous series of molecules. This is so clear for normal alkynes and normal acenes. The behaviour for normal alkanes is regular too if the even and odd cases are analysed separately. That effect is consequence of the successive addition of an eclipsed methyl group which changes the shape in alternate way. Normal acenes belong to the oblate region up to four benzene rings but then structures fall into the prolate region for molecules with five or more benzene rings. In general, the thickness decreases as the location of the molecule within normal alkane, normal alkyne and normal acenes homologous series increases. Normal alkynes are examples of 'perfect' prolate-box molecules. On the other hand, cyclobutane, hexamethylbenzene and coronene are examples of 'perfect' oblate-box molecules. The location of methane molecule on the top of the diagram (i.e. near to the cube-box point) is clear due its quasi-spherical molecular geometry.
Octane isomers family represents a simple but challenging set of molecules with branching diversity. From the BMMS diagram of Figure 6 , it is easy to see that 78% of the eighteen octane isomers belong to the prolate zone. Normal octane is the most elongated prolate molecule (i.e. minor thickness and maximum asymmetry) whereas 2,2,3,3-tetramethyl-butane is the more 
CONCLUSION
A simple model to molecular shape was introduced by two descriptors. Inspired into the old length-to-breadth ratio descriptor, the new parameters result from the combination of length-width-height ratios of a rectangular box in which the molecule under study is enclosed. The similarity analysis of molecular shape for a set of molecules was facilitated by the introduction of a triangular diagram where the extreme cases (i.e. cubic-box, prolate-box and oblate-box) are clearly located. The present model is quite general to be applied to any molecule for which its molecular surface is known. Obviously, the next step for improving the present model is the introduction of extra parameters to give a more deeply description for the molecular surface morphology of the molecule inside the box, but the global molecular shape characterization given here by BMMS descriptors will remain invariant as the first-order approximation.
